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About IVTEAM
The free premier
service from IVTEAM
provides IV updates
without any subscriber
or financial related
restrictions.

IVTEAM deliver DAILY
updates which are
available through
email, RSS, Twitter
and other social
media outlets.

IVTEAM also provide a range
of consultancy
based services such
as education, training,
research, audit and product
development.

1. IVTEAM activity!

65.1k+

Annual Visitors

Thousands of visitors... thousands of
updates... thousands of opportunities!

139.5k+
Annual Page Views

6k+
Subscribers

2. Daily updates!
IVTEAM human beings scour the
literature... identifying the
relevant and the interesting.

3. Types of device?

social media outlets and newsletters are
populated... 24 hours later we repeat.
IVTEAM provide visitors with the
opportunity to stay at the cutting
edge of vascular access and
infusion therapy standards!
information
disseminated by IVTEAM
is relied upon by
a truly global
audience.

Desktop (58.5%)

Mobile (30.9%)

Tablet (10.6%)

Responsive to our users
needs... responsive visit...
wether desktop, mobile or
tablet.

4. IVTEAM without
geographical boundaries!
Countries who visit IVTEAM

USA (50.5%)

GBR (15.96%)

CAN (2.44%)

OTHER (24.08%)

AUS (4.22%)

IVTEAM has no geographical
boundaries... no subscriber
restrictions... no editorial bias...
if its published we showcase it!

FRA (2.79%)

5. Advertising on IVTEAM?
Support from our advertisers ensures that the IVTEAM experience is delivered
daily to our users... the advertisement model is unobtrusive yet accessible...
advertisements are showcased on each page and in each newsletter.
Advertisements are product category exclusive... if you are
lucky enough to get your product advertised on IVTEAM it
will be the only advertisement in that product category.
Annually, advertisements are viewed hundreds and
thousands of times... with tens of thousands of clicks.
Grab your advertisement slot now... email team@ivteam.com

7. Your contribution?

6. More than just
views and clicks!

The secret of the internet is
regularly updated sites... for our
part at IVTEAM we embrace this
philosophy with great passion.

We can update you
advertisement whenever
required.

We recommend that our
advertisers take every opportunity
to interact with the IVTEAM
audience.
We don't just want adverts...
we want content
and engagement!

IVTEAM also offer our advertisers free mail
shots when they are showcasing products at
either national or international congresses
and workshops.
We also can announce
product related news and
updates... for free!

IVTEAM develop white
papers, guidelines, product
reviews... we also advise on
marketing materials,
research proposals etc.

8. ...in addition!
IVTEAM is far more than an online resource... we also
offer podcasts, education, training, audit and
consultancy services.
IVTEAM are real clinical professionals with decades of
experience within the world of vascular access and
infusion therapy.
Whatever your project, large or small,
IVTEAM can help deliver the solution!

9. Who is IVTEAM?

IVTEAM is a clinically focussed resource and consultancy
owned and managed by Andrew Jackson, IV Nurse Consultant.
Andrew remains clinically engaged and relevant...
his experience includes:

Certified PICC trainer with
experience of thosands of PICC
placements (inc midline).

Almost 25 years as a
specialist in vascular
access and infusion
therapy.

Experience with research,
audit, product development,
staff education and
embedded training.

Over three decades
experience in the NHS,
England.

Developed...
The VIP score.
Community IV therapy
service.
Vascular Access Team.
New roles in vascular access.
Policies, procedures and
educational tools.

10. Why IVTEAM?
Embedded Training
"We embed clinical trainers
in your organisation to
support skills such as PICC and
midline placement"

Conference Speaker
"Andrew has spoken at conferences
and workshops across the world...
including lecture tours of China,
Australia and saudi Arabia"

Advertising on IVTEAM

"Our advertisers benefit from
product and brand exposure at a
level that exceeds traditional
media... daily updates equals daily
brand/product exposure"

Product Development

Conference Chair
"Highly experienced at organising
agenda and keeping
the conference flowing"

"With extensive clinical experience
IVTEAM has supported product
development such as IV dressings,
ultrasound etc"

Sales Team Development
"If your team are walking into a
hospital to sell vascular access... they
will benefit from an IVTEAM
development class"

Contact

andrew@ivteam.com

See more of IVTEAM https://www.ivteam.com

